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At last, they’re back on track!
“If that happens, that’s fantastic and

I’d say we’d make that Raffle Prize’s
first target. It’s been a case of keeping the
horses ticking over until we  put the
finishing touches on them because we’re
not quite sure when they’re going to run.”

Another horse for whom early plans
have been made is Elarqam. Sheikh
Hamdan al Maktoum’s Frankel entire,
now a five-year-old, enjoyed a
tremendous season in 2019, capped by
his win in the Group 2 York Stakes.

Mark reports that he has been in fine
fettle during the winter, ‘absolutely
bouncing and looking great’. The
Brigadier Gerard Stakes, switched to
Haydock on June 7 from its usual home
at Sandown, is being considered for
Elarqam’s seasonal debut.  

“We’d be keen to get him out,” Mark
told the Klarion. 

“He’s really been flying, and a Group
1 is going to be the aim, but if last year is
anything to go by he probably needs the
first run just to put the finishing touches
on and something like the Brigadier
Gerard would be a nice start for him.”

Another interesting feature of the
restart arrangements is the introduction of
72-hour declarations. While perhaps
understandable as the provisional
schedule beds in, this is one aspect of the
‘new normal’ which most horsemen will
wish to see disappear just as soon as
possible.

races in mind, or selection of suitable
‘first start’ races for horses who might be
targeted at the early Classics.

While the provisional fixtures include
numerous juvenile races, with the
capacity to divide if attracting massive
entries, there is bound to be huge
competition for places. It’s safe to say it
will take some time for normal service to
be resumed in that division.

The Classic picture looks equally odd.
The Guineas are scheduled to take place
in early June, with the Derby and Oaks in
early July. 

The French Guineas are set to be run
on a straight track at Deauville, rather
than over the traditional right-handed
course at ParisLongchamp. It’s racing,
but not as we really know it.

In the meantime, Mark and Charlie
Johnston have been mulling over early
plans for two horses in particular. The
exciting Raffle Prize, pictured above, is
a filly with genuine Classic claims.
Winner of the Group 2 Queen Mary
Stakes at Royal Ascot and the Duchess of
Cambridge Stakes at Newmarket last
summer, Sheikh Hamdan bin
Mohammed’s Slade Power filly was only
narrowly beaten in two major Group 1
races, the Prix Morny and the Cheveley
Park Stakes. 

“The 1,000 Guineas has now been
scheduled for June 7,” Mark told the
Klarion. 

ND so, (assuming all went
well), racing resumed on
June 1, writes John
Scanlon.

The last meetings in Britain were on
March 17, but since then there has been a
total shutdown due to the Coronavirus
pandemic. As the Klarion went to press,
racing was set to resume on the first of
this  month with an eight-race card on the
all-weather at Newcastle. All fixtures will
be staged behind closed doors.

As the end of May neared, horsemen
were delighted that a resumption of
racing looked imminent, but it remained
hugely problematic for trainers to plan
racing programmes for the horses in their
care. 

At Johnston Racing, the interests of
owners are at the heart of training
routines and race-planning. 

It’s not just a case of making entries
because random opportunities to run are
created by the authorities; rather, careful
thought has to be given in framing a
schedule which will maximise each
horse’s potential, while ensuring the best
possible return on investment for owners,
both in terms of prize-money and residual
value of horses at the sales.

The interruption to racing in recent
months has already put paid to a number
of areas of key focus and interest at this
time of the year, whether it be early
juvenile racing with the Royal Ascot
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RARIN’ TO GO!


